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Focusing specifically on silicon devices, the Third Edition of Device Electronics for Integrated

Circuits takes students in integrated-circuits courses from fundamental physics to detailed device

operation. Because the book focuses primarily on silicon devices, each topic can include more

depth, and extensive worked examples and practice problems ensure that students understand the

details.
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Great book, has basics like first edition with updates to near current state of the art for ICs. Easy to

read if you are in the field. Would be hard to understand if you do not work with ICs.

This was a great class, me being a material science major with background in mechanical

engineering it took a little more work, but the class was amazing.

Book is in very good condition

The book looked newish. But it didn't have a preshrink wrap on it. Also, it had a bunch of black

smudges on the side of it making me think it was a nearly new book and not a new one like it was

advertised to be.



This product is NOT what it was described to be, because it's an eastern economy edition and is

BANNED to be sold in any other countries than stated. This seller tries to hide those labels on the

cover page with stickers which is a legal offense. I checked and this book is worth $7 in India, where

it is sold! And I was sold this for $62.

You deserve it. Do not think that you necessarily need to buy a very expensive product, this price

has the same effect, which is definitely a product worth buying. great I used it often Great product.

It's everything I wanted Very pretty and not difficult to work with at all. Overall i am very pleased.

I read this book as a course textbook and it is not a good choice for a text. The problem is that it's

English is not good. The chapters that you have enough background seem very good but if you do

not have any idea of the subject you will need to spend lots of time to get the point. On the other

hand, the book has lots of figures and tables that are unique in its type and you cannot find the in

similar books. It can be a good reference.

This is a well-written textbook, but I don't think it was intended as an introduction to the subject.

Perhaps it is better to read through textbooks by Pierret or Streetman before opening this one.
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